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Introduction
The ladies with White Curvy Asses are so fine, once you see them you may never leave your home
again! Behind every one of these white super-sluts' asses is a well-hung Black man sporting wood
that�s capable of turning a par 4 into a hole in one. Come on in and watch the game!

Adult Review
There are already almost 100 nude models that have had their holes enlarged by these stiff black monster cocks, and even
though you'd never get tired of seeing any of these sluts having herself drilled and thrilled on camera, they update White
Curvy Asses with a brand new soft juicy ass every week!<br />  <br />  If you�re into high-pitched moaning whores you�ll
feel right at home here with all the screaming these girls do while being gorged by some of the most enormous flesh-rods
they've ever been banged by! <br />  <br />  This is a premium interracial porn site, and you won�t be seeing any white meat
going into these sexy soft asses, so if interracial action isn't your thing, you might want to forgo this site for another round ass
bangin' domain.... but if you agree that diversity is where it's at then watching homeboys hammering out these White Curvy
Asses is a thrill you won't soon forget.<br />  <br />  The model�s photo galleries have a .zip file option, that lets you grab
all their pics with just one click for browsing offline later on. On the other hand, some of the photo work wasn't so inspiring...
like one shoot where The Tongue licked 9 photos in a row of the a model�s ass in the exact same pose with very little
difference. Some improvement in the future with more poses to add to an off-line gallery would be appreciated. On the bright
side, all of the photos are very clear and the resolution is high enough to enjoy them all full screen.<br />  <br />  Take your
pick. You can watch the movies with your streaming flash player, or they are downloadable by utilizing your WMV in any of
3 speeds, as well  the MPG and MP4. The resolution is sharper than DVD quality which makes you feel like you�re right
there in the room with the players.<br />  <br />  You�ll also receive full access to all of the Included Sites shown on the
right side of this review, which contain hundreds of hot girls each baring it all for your enjoyment on thousands of DVD�s
worth of porn... and best of all it�s included in your membership to White Curvy Asses. <br />  <br />  There�s also a
hook-up for a free registration to an adult Personals site where you can watch web cams and chat directly with the hot chick
of your choice as an extra but it's more of an ad than a bonus item.

Porn Summary
I�d recommend White Curvy Asses to anyone who�s into great looking, soft bouncy backsides gettin' boned by long and
strong homeboys. The quality and quantity is what makes this site worth your time and attention, even if some of the scenes
are ones you might have seen on other sites before.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'White Curvy Asses Was A Great Site But It Has Been Sold And No Longer Updates'
Quality: 84  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 70 Interface: 85
Support: 85 Unique: 78    Taste: 81        Final: 74

Porn Sites Included
Wifey Likes Black Cock (82) ,Bottom Bang (80) ,Bubble Butt Tryouts (80) ,Tug and Suck (79) ,Butt Fetish (79) ,Mouth
Drillers (79) ,Solo Butts (79) ,Sexy POV (78) ,Boobs And Bottoms (78) ,Sum Dum Cunt (78) ,Foxy Black Butts (77) ,Handle
My Wife (77) ,DMILF (76) 

Porn Niches
Booty, Hardcore, Interracial, Straight
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Subscription: $29.97 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online
Payment

Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 96
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